
Forever Lifetime Warranty on the Bawell Platinum model 2195 and the 

Bawell Fountain model 1775 water ionizers: 

 

Bawell Water Ionizers have been constructed from the finest materials with superior attention to detail 

to ensure a quality and long lasting product. This is why the Bawell Platinum model 2195 and the Bawell 

Fountain model 1775 water ionizers are covered forever in full with parts and labor included free of 

charge against any repair or repairs. The Forever Lifetime Warranty covers the entire machine parts and 

labor included with no time limit or expiration date! Our Forever Lifetime Warranty applies to the 

original purchaser and will cover any repair completely and in full (parts and labor included free of 

charge) for the entire lifetime you own the machine. Should anything go wrong with your Bawell water 

ionizer machine contact us by email or phone to have your water ionizer repaired at no cost to you. If 

any water ionizer is unable to be repaired a fully functional and operational machine of the same value 

will be offered to you free of charge as a replacement. To ensure your water ionizer remains in utmost 

operational efficacy be sure to follow proper maintenance procedures such as producing acidic water 

once per day for 1 minute on the days you use the machine to prevent calcium build up inside the 

electrolysis chamber. In addition changing the filter on time is very important to prevent internal 

clogging or damage inside the machine. Change your filter once per year or when the counter expires, 

whichever comes first. Failure to change the filter regularly can damage the machine. The warranty does 

not cover repairs caused by customer neglect or abuse. Shipping to our repair facility is the water ionizer 

owner's responsibility however we will ship your machine back to your contiguous USA address free of 

charge. 

 

Lifetime Warranty on the Bawell Premier model 1195 and the Bawell 

Electrolyte model 799 water ionizers: 

 

Bawell Water Ionizers have been constructed from the finest materials with superior attention to detail 

to ensure a quality and long lasting product. This is why the Bawell Premier model 1195 and the Bawell 

Electrolyte model 799 water ionizers are covered by a Limited Lifetime Warranty which consist of a Five 

Year Full Warranty on the whole machine (parts and labor included) for the first five years time and 

service warranty for the remaining unlimited amount of time the original purchaser keeps the machine 

in operation. Should anything go wrong with your machine during the first five years time of your 

purchase date contact us by email or phone to have your water ionizer repaired at no cost to you. After 

the first five years are over the customer is responsible for labor repair cost up to a maximum of $199. If 

any water ionizer is unable to be repaired a fully functional and operational machine of the same value 

will be offered to you free of charge as a replacement. To ensure your water ionizer remains in utmost 

operational efficacy be sure to follow proper maintenance procedures such as producing acidic water 



once per day for 1 minute on the days you use the machine to prevent calcium build up inside the 

electrolysis chamber. In addition changing the filter on time is very important to prevent internal 

clogging or damage inside the machine. Change your filter once per year or when the counter expires, 

whichever comes first. Failure to change the filter regularly can damage the machine. The warranty does 

not cover repairs caused by customer neglect, abuse, or failure to stop the build-up of calcium in hard 

water areas. Shipping to our repair facility is the water ionizer owner's responsibility however we will 

ship your machine back to your contiguous USA address free of charge. 

 

 

Installation of Bawell Alkaline Water Ionizers: 

 

Your Bawell water ionizer machine is designed to rest on your kitchen counter top just like any other 

appliance, or you may use the included wall mount to hang it near your sink. It features a two-way 

faucet adapter which screws into the aerator's location on the faucet. To install the ionizer simply 

unscrew the current aerator on your sink and connect the adapter. The adaptor enables you to switch 

between operating the faucet normally or routing water into the ionizer with the push of a button. Our 

1775 and 2195 series machines feature the ability to connect directly to the water line below your sink 

in addition to the ability of connecting to your faucet directly with the adaptor however all our machines 

must remain on the counter top and should not be placed below the sink. 

 

The water ionizer can even be used with reverse osmosis systems or any other water purification system 

that may be currently installed in your home (with the exception of salt based purification systems). The 

ionizer can also be adapted to fit large or smaller faucets, depending on your needs. 


